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Abstract—Higher order spectral (HOS) techniques, such as the bispectrum, offer robustness to Gaussian noise and the ability to recover phase information. However, their drawbacks, such as the high variance of estimates and the need for long data records, have limited their use in conventional speech processing applications. As in glottal pulse estimation, all existing inverse filtering approaches use second-order statistics, it is of interest to explore the potential of HOS in this area. Using the theory of HOS factorization and the linear bispectrum, it is shown how voiced speech can be modelled as a non-Gaussian coloured noise driven system. The linear bispectrum approach can be used to obtain alternative glottal pulse and vocal tract estimates in hybrid Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (hIAIF) and the results are compared with traditional IAIF. Finally, a new technique which involves joint estimation of the glottal pulse and vocal tract followed by inverse filtering is presented. This new technique shows good preliminary results and is much simpler than previous techniques.

I INTRODUCTION

Higher order spectral (HOS) techniques have been the subject of considerable research interest for the last 15 years. Although not quite living up to their original billing [1], [2], there has been development in the field, particularly in the areas of robust signal reconstruction [3], [4] and system identification [5], [6]. The attraction of higher order spectral techniques rests in their apparent noise-suppression properties and their retention of system phase information.

The main drawback with the use of HOS is that, to obtain reliable estimates, large data records are needed [7]. Frequency domain smoothing [7] or time domain segment averaging [8] are used to reduce the variance of the estimates. As speech is generally regarded as approximately stationary in frames of 10-30ms, obtaining a sufficiently long data record which can provide adequate frequency resolution is difficult [9]. Conversely, attempts to apply HOS to short data records often provide discouraging results [10] and this could partly explain why HOS approaches have not been pursued significantly in speech signal processing.

Below some examples of the application of HOS techniques, notably the bispectrum, in speech processing applications are presented, followed by an overview of currently used techniques for glottal pulse estimation. In Section II, the theory of higher order spectral factorization [11] and the linear bispectrum [12] are presented and it is shown how the linear bispectrum might be used to extract the glottal pulse from the speech signal. In Section III linear bispectrum based estimation of system parameters is applied in a new algorithm called hybrid Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (hIAIF). Results from this approach are presented for comparison with results from traditional Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (IAIF) [13]. Finally, a new technique which involves joint estimation of the glottal pulse and vocal tract followed by inverse filtering is presented. This new technique shows good preliminary results and is much simpler than previous iterative techniques as it is a two stage process.

A. Application of the Bispectrum in Characterisation of Speech Production

To characterise speech production, a model needs to be assumed and two are presented in this section. It is shown how the two models relate to the bispectral approaches presented. The relationship between the two models and different types of speech coders is also briefly discussed. The performance of the coders serves to highlight where the models do or do not correspond with the reality of speech production. Finally, a brief overview of the various techniques which have been proposed specifically for glottal pulse estimation is given.

The simplest speech production model is shown in Fig. 1. Voiced speech is produced when impulses with the required pitch period are input to a linear system which models the vocal tract. Unvoiced speech is produced when the input to the system is white noise. The vocal tract model is usually estimated as a minimum-phase all-pole model using linear prediction. Such a model is used by the classical LPC (linear prediction coding) vocoder [14], which can code speech at very low bit rates. The reconstructed speech often sounds unnatural and has a ‘buzzy’ character which makes it hard to identify the speaker [15] suggesting that information has been lost. Hybrid speech coders such as CELP [16] overcome this problem by using an excitation codebook which effectively codes the residual signal by selecting the excitation which minimises the error between the reconstructed and original speech.

Application of HOS techniques to extract the parameters of this speech production model has two main motivations. Firstly, as the higher order spectra of Gaussian processes are theoretically zero, HOS techniques for vocal tract model parameter estimation are potentially more robust in the presence of additive Gaussian noise. Secondly, as HOS retain phase information, more information may be captured in vocal tract model parameters estimated using HOS techniques.
Both these motivations were present in the work presented in [10], which considered the use of a third-order statistics (TOS) based approach to AR parameter estimation which could be applied in speech coding. The AR parameters of the all-pole vocal tract model, which could be non-minimum phase, were calculated using a third-order cumulant-based linear prediction analysis [17]. It was found that the TOS approach gave better estimates than traditional linear prediction for noisy synthetic speech; for noiseless synthetic speech the results were about the same [10]. However, when used to code real speech using VSELP [18] the performance was no better, and in the case of noiseless speech, the results were worse. This degradation of performance was thought to be due to the higher variance in the TOS-based estimates due to the short-term analysis required.

In [19] the aim was to show that a better estimate of the speech signal waveform could be made using the bispectrum than with traditional techniques. A non-parametric bispectrum-based estimation was applied to voiced speech (a vowel ‘A’ and a nasal ‘N’), where the bispectrum was estimated pitch synchronously using the Fourier series coefficients. The amplitude \(A(u)\) and phase \(\phi(u)\) of the vocal tract system filter were found from the bispectrum using established techniques [20] and the inverse system filter was then found as

\[
H(u) = \frac{1}{A(u)} \exp(-j\phi(u))
\]

Applying this filter to speech produced a residual much closer to a sequence of pseudoperiodic impulses than with linear prediction techniques. From this, the authors concluded that the vocal tract model had been more accurately estimated. The analysis was also successfully performed for real speech in the presence of noise.

A second, more detailed model of speech production includes the glottal pulse, as shown in Fig. 2. The repetitive glottal pulses produced by the convolution of the pitch-period impulse train and the glottal pulse model \(g(k)\) are input to the vocal tract model to generate voiced speech. Unvoiced speech is produced when the input to the vocal tract model is white noise. Obtaining explicit information about the glottal pulse has mainly been of interest in biomedical applications, such as vocal cord pathology investigations. More recently, however, new speech synthesis and coding techniques such as Glottal Excited Linear Prediction (GELP) [21],[22] have been proposed. Higher quality, more natural sounding speech should be obtainable by recovering and encoding features of the glottal excitation [22].

In [23], a prediction error system identification method was used to find the ARMA parameters of the non-minimum phase vocal tract system filter \(h(k)\), once an estimate of its inverse \(\hat{f}(k)\) was found by established third-order spectral techniques [24]. Once again, inverse filtering showed that the residual was very close to the ideal pseudoperiodic impulse train. Here the authors point out that their estimate of \(h(k)\) must also include the ‘vocal cord sound pulse’ or glottal pulse but do not provide an approach to extracting this from the ARMA model of \(h(k)\).

### B. Glottal Pulse Estimation by Inverse Filtering

The main approach to determining the glottal pulse is inverse filtering, in which an estimate of the vocal tract filter is first made. By filtering the speech with the inverse of the vocal tract filter, the glottal excitation may be recovered.

In some inverse filtering techniques, the results are fitted to an established glottal pulse model such as the LF model [25] but this approach is limited in its applicability, especially to voice pathologies which would result in significant variations from the standard represented by such a model. In the closed phase approach [26], the vocal tract estimate is made only during the closed phase, when the glottal excitation may be assumed to be zero. The main problem with this approach is that vocal tract characteristics change between the closed and open phases - a problem which is not however, directly addressed by any of the competing techniques.

The most successful technique to date is IAIF [13] and its successor pitch-synchronous iterative adaptive inverse filtering (PS-IAIF) [27], where the vocal tract estimate is improved over iterations by first estimating and removing the effects of the glottal source. Inverse filtering using the refined vocal tract model produces the glottal pulse estimates.

All the inverse filtering approaches described above use second-order statistics based techniques which cannot preserve phase information. It therefore remains of interest to explore the potential of HOS techniques to provide an improved estimate of the glottal pulse. Such a HOS based approach should also be more robust to additive Gaussian noise.
In the work to be presented here, the third-order spectrum or bispectrum will be used. The bispectrum is given by the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the third-order cumulant \( c(m, n) = E[x(k)x(k+m)x(k+n)] \):

\[
B(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} c(m, n)e^{-j(\omega_1m + \omega_2n)} \tag{2}
\]

If the signal of interest \( x(k) \) is corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise \( w(k) \), then \( y(k) = x(k) + w(k) \) and from the properties of cumulants [1], [2], we can write

\[
c_y(m, n) = c_x(m, n) + c_w(m, n) \tag{3}
\]

Taking the bispectrum and noting that for Gaussian noise, all the cumulants of order three and above are identically zero [1], [2], we have that

\[
B_y(\omega_1, \omega_2) = B_x(\omega_1, \omega_2) \tag{4}
\]

and the bispectrum of \( x(k) \) is theoretically free of the influence of noise [1], [2]. Furthermore, as the bispectrum is complex-valued, it retains phase information, allowing the reconstruction of non-minimum phase systems to within a scale factor and a shift (as linear phase is not recoverable) [5], [8].

Noting that the bispectrum has been used successfully with voiced sounds other than vowels [19], [23], the intention is to try bispectrum based approaches with models and real examples of both vowels and other voiced sounds such as nasals or voiced fricatives - which were shown to have significant bispectral features in [9]. The other significant problem with the use of the bispectrum is the high variance of estimates. In the work presented here, time domain segment averaging [8] is used to reduce the variance of the bispectrum estimate. As speech is generally regarded as approximately stationary in frames of 10-30ms, a long data record is needed and in this work, where real speech is used, sustained speech sounds from the CD accompanying Childers [28] have been used.

II HOS FACTORIZATION AND THE LINEAR BISPECTRUM

In this section, an overview of the theory of HOS factorization and the linear bispectrum is presented. It is then shown how voiced speech can be modelled as a non-Gaussian coloured noise driven system, which allows the linear bispectrum theory and the ARMA estimation algorithm described in this section to be applied to estimate the glottal pulse. Some results from simple systems of this type are presented and difficulties that have been uncovered in the use of this technique are discussed.

The bispectrum based approaches to glottal pulse estimation proposed in this paper are based on using the linear bispectrum of signals for the identification of systems driven by a coloured input [12]. The linear bispectrum is that part of the bispectrum which may be modelled by a non-Gaussian white noise driven linear time-invariant (LTI) system. Its existence follows from the higher order spectrum factorization theorem [11] applied to systems driven by a coloured input.

According to the higher order spectrum factorization theorem [11], for a bispectrum \( B(\omega_1, \omega_2) \), a unique (to a time shift and scaling factor) stable LTI system exists such that

\[
B(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \beta H(\omega_1)H(\omega_2)H^*(\omega_1, \omega_2) \tag{5}
\]

iff the complex bicepstrum, given by the two-dimensional inverse Fourier transform of the logarithm of the bispectrum

\[
c(m_1, m_2) = F^{-2}[\log\{B(\omega_1, \omega_2)\}] \tag{6}
\]

exists and is zero everywhere except on the axes.

In [12], it is shown that for a LTI system driven by non-Gaussian coloured noise, the bispectrum can be expressed as:

\[
B_y(\omega_1, \omega_2) = B_x(\omega_1, \omega_2)B_D(\omega_1, \omega_2) \tag{7}
\]

where \( B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) is the linear bispectrum and \( B_D(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) is that part of the bispectrum of \( y(k) \) that is not the linear bispectrum.

It is further shown that this decomposition is unique because, in the bicestral domain, the complex bicepstra \( c_L \) and \( c_D \) are disjoint [12]. \( B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) is given by

\[
B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) = B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2)H(\omega_1)H(\omega_2)H^*(\omega_1, \omega_2) \tag{8}
\]

where \( B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) is the linear bispectrum of the input, \( x(k) \), and \( H(\omega) \) is the system transfer function. It follows from (8) that the finite impulse response (FIR) system model can be extracted from a non-Gaussian white noise driven system and from a coloured noise driven system provided that the linear bispectrum of the input process is known [11].

However, in the case that the linear bispectrum of the input process is not known, [12], \( B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) can be modelled as

\[
B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) = F(\omega_1)F(\omega_2)H^*(\omega_1, \omega_2)
\]

\[
= \frac{H(\omega_1)H(\omega_2)H^*(\omega_1, \omega_2)}{A(\omega_1)A(\omega_2)A^*(\omega_1, \omega_2)} \tag{9}
\]

where the desired system model is the MA part and \( B_L(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) is modelled as the AR part. The inverse of \( F(\omega) \) is recovered from the bicepstrum [11] and equations developed from

\[
f_{inv}(m) \otimes h(m) = a(m) \tag{10}
\]
are solved first to find an estimate for \( h(m) \) and then an estimate for \( a(m) \), the AR parameters of the linear bispectrum of the input.

**A. Application of the Linear Bispectrum to Glottal Pulse Estimation**

A new model of speech production is shown in Fig. 3. The coloured input \( x(k) \) results from the shaping of the nonGaussian white noise input, \( e(k) \) (a pseudoperiodic impulse train) by the glottal pulse filter. So from (9) we have

\[
B^{L_2}(\omega_1, \omega_2) = \beta_e V(\omega_1)V(\omega_2)V^*(\omega_1, \omega_2)
\]

where \( \beta_e \) is the skewness of the NGWN process \( e(k) \), \( V(\omega) \) is the system transfer function modelling the vocal tract and \( A(\omega) = \frac{1}{G(\omega)} \), the inverse of the system transfer function modelling the glottal pulse.

Applying the algorithm of [12] once provides an FIR estimate for \( v(k) \), together with an AR parameter estimate for \( g(k) \). What is required ultimately however, is an estimate of the shape of the glottal pulse. Working with a simple model, with a nonGaussian white noise input and simple FIR models for \( v(k) \) and \( g(k) \) suggested that reapplication of the of the algorithm, once \( v(k) \) has been found, would allow \( g(k) \) to be determined. Reapplication of the algorithm is achieved by estimating \( V(\omega_1)V(\omega_2)V^*(\omega_1, \omega_2) \) and thus finding an estimate of \( B^{L_2}(\omega_1, \omega_2) \), the linear bispectrum of \( x(k) \), the coloured input process.

Good results were only obtainable with very simple filter models, as illustrated in Fig. 4, which shows results for FIR models \( v(k) \) and \( g(k) \), obtained from a weighted average of valid estimates, using a 4th order AR estimate in each application of the algorithm of [12]. The results from this approach were only moderately successful and it was not possible to extend this approach to estimation of more complex models. The presence of zeroes on or very near the unit circle in a typical glottal pulse model makes the application of the method difficult as it causes the spectral factorization problem to become ill-conditioned [11].

III APPLICATION OF THE LINEAR BISPECTRUM TO INVERSE FILTERING

In this section, it is shown how the linear bispectrum approach can be used to obtain alternative glottal pulse and vocal tract estimates in the IAIF approach. This approach is called hybrid IAIF (hIAIF) and results are presented for comparison with results from the IAIF approach. Finally, an innovative joint estimation of the glottal pulse and vocal tract which leads directly to inverse filtering is introduced. This new technique shows promising results and is much simpler than previous iterative techniques as it is a two stage estimation and inverse filtering - process.

**A. Hybrid Iterative Adaptive Inverse Filtering (hIAIF)**

The most successful inverse filtering algorithm for obtaining the glottal pulse is IAIF [13]. In IAIF, the AR estimates of the glottal pulse and the vocal tract are made by linear prediction using second-order statistics.

hIAIF is illustrated in Fig. 5. As shown in the figure, the AR estimates for the glottal pulse and the vocal tract are made using the linear bispectrum approach based on equations (9) and (10). This is indicated by the notation \( LB-n \), where \( n \) is the order of the AR estimation, in the figure. At certain points in the process, the linear bispectrum has to be re-calculated.

In the first glottal pulse estimation step, an AR model of order two is estimated, as using a model of order one leads to ill-conditioned matrix equations. The ARMA modelling required by the linear bispectrum approach means that the vocal tract is being simultaneously modelled using an MA model of length 60. In the second glottal pulse estimation step, an AR model of order four is estimated. The vocal tract models estimated are of order 14, while there is a simultaneous MA model of the glottal pulse made. Using synthetic speech models, it has been found, that a length of 10-15 for this MA model seems to allow the simultaneous linear bispectrum estimation to give the best AR estimate of the vocal tract.

The requirement of the bispectrum based approach for a large data record and the time domain segment averaging performed means that it is not pitch synchronous. IAIF was therefore implemented for comparison because it is also not pitch synchronous. Results of both IAIF and hIAIF applied to synthetic speech did not produce very satisfactory results.
The synthetic speech was created using a 128 point Rosenberg glottal pulse [29] and a 14th order vocal tract model. IAIF was applied to a 512 point segment of speech centred on 4 pitch periods. hIAIF was applied to the first 5120 points of the speech. Neither approach coped well with the zero closed phase of the Rosenberg pulse. The hIAIF approach did not remove the ripple due to the first formant.

Tests with real speech sounds show better results. As illustrated in Fig. 6, the two methods were applied to female voiced speech sounds: a vowel sound /aa/ and a voiced fricative /z/. Compared to the IAIF approach, hIAIF does not seem to completely remove the formant ripple. A formant ripple occurs when the glottal contribution is not properly eliminated prior to vocal tract estimation. This effect is worse in the female voice because the higher pitch means that the fundamental frequency is closer to the first formant. In the case of hIAIF, this may be due to the use of order 2 estimation for the initial glottal pulse estimate causing it to include some of the first formant [27]. Improved ARMA estimation techniques could overcome this problem and will be investigated.

It also seems that iteration does not necessarily improve the glottal pulse estimate in hIAIF. This could be due to the higher variance of bispectrum estimates, which could offset the benefits of the iterative process. Another potential disadvantage of hIAIF is the need to recalculate the bispectrum throughout the process, although this can be overcome by utilising techniques implemented in the bicestral domain which reduce the amount of calculation [12]. On the other hand, the fact that the bispectrum based approach is not necessarily pitch synchronous can be seen as a potential advantage - provided that the results are acceptable.

**B. Direct Joint Estimation of Glottal Pulse and Vocal Tract**

The disadvantages associated with iteration seem to affect the bispectrum based hIAIF disproportionally, probably due to increased variance in the bispectrum estimates after the various processing steps. As the linear bispectrum approach uses ARMA modelling, it seems reasonable to take advantage of this by jointly modelling the glottal pulse and the vocal tract and then applying inverse filtering only once.

In this approach, based on the vocal tract modelling steps in the hIAIF approach, the vocal tract models estimated are of order 10, while a simultaneous MA model of length 50 is made of the glottal pulse. The AR vocal tract model is used to inverse filter the speech resulting in an estimate of the glottal pulse as shown in Fig. 7.

The result from this approach is very promising and it will be the main strategy to be pursued in further work. The performance of this approach is better with the voiced fricative than with the vowel sound, as was the case with the other bispectrum based techniques presented. A formant ripple is present in the final result for the vowel sound. As discussed above, this effect occurs when the glottal contribution is not properly eliminated prior to vocal tract estimation [27]. However, as in this approach, the glottal pulse and the vocal tract are estimated jointly, it may be more difficult to prevent the closeness of fundamental and first formant causing this problem.

An additional question which needs to be considered is the effect of the strong periodicity of the vowel sound on the bispectrum. In the bispectrum of a vowel sound, this shows up clearly in a distinctly regular patterned appearance, sometimes called the ‘bed of nails’ [9]. The harmonic components of the vowel sound will have consistent phases with respect to each other and as the bispectrum preserves phase information, the effect of the phase of the harmonic components on the phase of the systems estimated (such as a vocal tract model) needs to be investigated [30]. One solution to this problem may be to adopt pitch synchronous analysis as this will ensure that the pitch synchronous frames will have the same phase [9]. This approach will eliminate variation in phase from the harmonic relationships which would otherwise arise when segment averaging on non-pitch synchronous segments is used.

**IV CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, a range of techniques involving the application of the bispectrum to estimating the glottal pulse from the speech signal has been presented. In particular, the theory of HOS factorization has been used to model voiced speech as a nonGaussian coloured noise driven system. It has been shown how bispectrum based estimation techniques can be used in a new form of iterative algorithm called hybrid iterative adaptive inverse filtering (hIAIF). Finally, a new simpler inverse filtering approach which utilises joint estimation of vocal tract and glottal pulse from the bispectrum and which has very promising early results has been presented.
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